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Green Generation Solutions Expands to Europe; Forms Partnership
with UK’s BRE to Support Growing Energy Efficiency Practice
BETHESDA, MD (February 10, 2015) —Green Generation Solutions (GreenGen), a Washington
DC-based company experienced in engineering and implementing energy efficiency plans in
commercial properties, has opened an office in the UK and formed an alliance with London-based
BRE, a leading consultancy offering expertise in the built environment, to support its global
growth. GreenGen and BRE’s combined energy and built environment expertise will help property
owners and managers realize energy savings and boost the value of their assets.
“We have a tried and tested method for assessing and implementing energy efficiency solutions that
provides real economic benefit and improved profitability to our clients and their assets. With our
new UK office and partnership with BRE, we are well positioned to continue growing our business in
Europe and delivering outstanding results to our clients,” said GreenGen CEO Brad Dockser.
Head of BRE’s Building Futures Group Simon Cross said: “We have a critical need in the UK to drive
down operating costs and reduce risk for aging property portfolios so owners and managers of built
assets can improve building performance and their energy performance certificate ratings. We look
forward to working with Green Generation Solutions to improve building stock across the country
and the EU.”
Initially BRE will carry out independent energy audits on buildings identifying quick win and long-term
improvements that can be implemented. With a strong focus on delivering measurable commercial
benefits, GreenGen will then provide cost and return data to clients based on the BRE
recommended retrofit actions and manage the delivery of work for the clients.
Solutions will include improvements to the building envelope, mechanical systems, controls, and
lighting. Additional areas of focus include policies, procedures, and occupant behavior. The alliance
is timely since EU legislation soon takes effect that will make it unlawful to rent out a business that
has less than an E energy efficiency rating.
About Green Generation Solutions, LLC
Green Generation Solutions (GreenGen) is a global energy services provider that engineers and
implements energy efficiency solutions to lower buildings’ operating costs while improving
sustainability. www.greengenerationsolutions.com
About the BRE Group
BRE is a world leading building science centre that generates new knowledge through research.
This is used to create products, tools and standards that drive positive change across the built
environment. BRE helps its government and private sector clients meet the significant
environmental, social and economic challenges they faces in delivering homes, buildings and
communities.
BRE is owned by the BRE Trust, a registered charity. The Trust uses the profits made by the BRE
companies to fund research and education that advances knowledge of the built environment.
www.bre.co.uk
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